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1INTRODUCTION
Spectroscouv, in the region of the far ultraviolet
from 100 Angstroms to 1000 Angstroms, reauires special
equipment and techniques, inasmuch as these wavelengths
are highly absorbed by air. IVJany gases have resonant
frequencies corresponding to the wavelengths mentioned
and hence absorntion bands apnear in the spectrograms
obtained by using spectrogranhs for the visible region.
One solution of the problem of obtaining data in this
region is to construct a spectrograph from which all
intervening gas molecules have been removed, thus
eliminating the absorbing material. A vacuwn of 10-4 rom.
of mercury is necessary to reduce the absorntion to a
value low enough to be neglible in effect. (1)
(I) Boyce, J. C. Spectroscony in the V~cuum Ultra-
violet, Rev. of Mod. Phys., Vol. 13, p. 5, Jan. '41
---_.__._._----
In addition to reducing absorption by gases,
special methods of recording the 8n8ctral lines are re-
quired for these short wavelengths, as ordinary nhoto-
graphic film presents i-:'.bsorption b~T the gelatin of the
film.
A vacuum spectrograph capable of obtaining data in
the far ultraviolet is a powerful tool in furthering
our knowledge of atomic and molecular structure. Boyce(2)
(2) Ibid. pp. 23-57
2shows the need for additional data in this region.
It was felt that a vacuum spectrograph would pro-
vide a means of obtaining specific data which is non-
existent or incomplete, and construction of the instru-
ment was undertaken.
3REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The development of the vacuum spectrograph dates
bac.K to 1901 (J) when Schuman constructed one using
(3) Boyce, J. C. op.cit., p. 3
Flourite prism and lenses. Lyman modified the design
in 1906 by substituting a conc~ve grating for the prism
and lenses, and obtained data down to 500 Angstroms
wavelength. Since that time, many investigators have
changed and improved various features, but the full
development of the possibilities of the vacuum spectrograph
took place in Siegbahnts laboratories at Upsala.
Vacuum ~ ectrographs can be used with two different
arrangements of grating, slit, and plate holder. One
design uses normal incidence· of the light, and the other
grazing incidence. There are advantages and disadvantages
for both types. The normal incidence type gives a greater
linearity of spectrunl and less astigmatism. Below 600
Angstroms wavelength, the grazing incidence spectrograph
is superior in efficiency, and at \"JEtvelengths smaller than
300 Angstroms the normal incidence type cannot be used.(4)
(4) Boyce, J. C. op • cit ., p. 14
George R. Harrison (5) states the need for more
(5) Harrison, George R., A Twenty-One Foot Vacuum
Spectrograph for Extreme Ultraviolet, Rev. of Sci.
lnst., Vol. 2, p 600 Oct. 1931
4accurate determination wavelength in the vacuum ultra-
violet, and mentions three ways in which the desired
increase in accuracy can be obtained. One method is
to use a grazing incidence spectrograph. The second
method is to increase the number of lines Der inch
ruled on the grating, and the third method is to em-
ploy longer focal length gratings. The first of these
methods is adequate to ~ive excellent photograohs ~ith
high resolving power, in the region of wavelengths,
shorter than 1000 Angstroms.
P. G. Kruger(6} describes a vacuum spectrograph
(6) Kruger, P. Gerald A Large Grazing Incidence Vacuum
Spectrograph, Rev. of Sci. Inst., Vol. 4, po 128-
130, March, 1933.
employing both grazing incidence and grating of long
focal length. This instrument gave excellent results
with a hi~h resolving power.
Another instrument of very good design was one
constructed by Sawyer. (7) The plate holder and grating
(7) Sawyer, R. A. A New One Meter Vacuum Spectrograph
Design, Journal of the Optical Society of America,
Rev. of Sci. lnst., Vol. 1, p. 512, Sept., 1930.
mounting of Sa\vyers design have been used in modified
5form by other investigators with success. (8) One of the
------_._.__._.._----
(8) Simeon, F. and C. F. Smith, New Design Vacuum
Grating SpectrogrF.Lph, Rev. of Sci. lnst., Vol. 1,
p. 512, Sept., 1930.
---_.__ .._._..__ .__._- _._.._-
unique features of his plateholder was its construction
from a cylindrical bDT so that it could be slipped into
a tube extending into the body of the spectrograph. His
grating holder embodied the e ssential movl~ments, trans-
lational motion along the axis of the spectrograph,
rotfltion about the axis of the ~pectrop-;raDh, rotation
about a horizontal axis perpendicular to the spectrograph
axis, and rotation about a vertical axis. These three
rotational axes intersected at the central point of the
grating surface, thus adjustment of anyone of then} \vould
not affect the distance from the grating to the slit,
or grating to the plate.
'1'he slit to be used in the spectror;rc).ph must receive
careful attention. For maximum resolving power, a means
of adjustine the slit \'lidth, and rottltion of the slit
to make it Darallel to the rulings of the grating are
essential. A means of cleaning the slit is also desir-
able. Boyce (9) recor1ffiends slit jaws made of a Tungsten-
(9) Boyce, Ope cit. p. 15.
Nickel-Cobalt alloy called Stellite, which can be cleaned
with concentrated acids.
6Mountings for the slit to provide accurate adjust-
ment of width have been Q8scribed by Sears(lO) and by
.--_.._------ - _..__._----------_._---_._---
(10) Sears, J. E. A Symmetrically Opening Optical Slit
Journal of Sci. lnst. Vol. 10, pp. 376-377,
Dec., 1933
Elliot. (11)
(11) Elliot, A., A Symmetrically Opening Slit, Journal
of Sci. Inst., Vol. 10, pp. 358-359, Nov., 1933.
A rather novel. idea employing a parallelogram mount-
ing is described by Strong. (12) The two jaws of the slit
(12) Strong, John, On an Optical Slit, Rev. of Sci.
lnst., Vol. 12, p. 213, April, 1941.
are each mounted on flat springs, cmd a .screw forces the
pair of jaws down simultaneously. The downward movement
against the flat springs causes the jaws to separate,
while the edges remain parallel.
The V2cuum necessary for the spectrograph presents
no major problems for modern vacuum pumps. Most installa-
tions· use .one or more diffusion pumps backed by mechanical
fore pumps , with a separate mechanical pump to evacuate
the source. Sawyer (13) and Harrison(14) have stop-
(13) Sawyer, R. A., op. cit., p.307
(14) Harrison, George R., Improvements in the 2l-foot
Normal Incidence, Rev. of Sci. lnst., Vol. 4,
p. 652, Dec., 1933
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cocks of large bore for isolating the various p2.rts of
the system. Sawyer placed a stopcock in the slit tube,
which also provided a means of starting ~nd stopping the
"exposure. Harrison used a gate in the main tube of his
instrument so as to preserve the vacuum during the chang-
ing of the photographic plates and a stopcock of 8 inches
bore in the pump line. In an instrument of relatively
small volume, there is little to be gained by preserving
the vacuum while the plate is changed since the system
can usually be pumped do,VTI in a relatively short time.
As mentioned previously the means of recording data
in the far ultraviolet presents some problems. If
photographic detection is used, special tyoes of plates
are necessp.ry. Schumann(15)developed a method of
- ._ ·0__.- _
(15) Schumann, V. Photographic Plates Sensitive to
Ultraviolet Light. Annalen Des Physik, Vol. 5
pp. 349-352, 1901.
producing ultraviolet sensitive plates which has been
extensively used. Schumann's process gives an emulsion
of silver Bromide with just enough gelatin to hold it to
the plate. The plates reauire great care in handling.
HODfield and APpleyard(16) modified the Schumann
(16) Hopfield, J. J. and E. T. S. Appleyard, A
Simplified Method of Preparing Schumann Plates,
Journal of the Optical Society of America.
Vol. 22, pp. 488-495, Sept., 1932.
plates by depositing the emulsion on top of the gelatin.
Duclaux and Jeantet (17) introduced the method of placing
(17) Duclaux, J. and Jeantet, Rotatory Power of Quartz
in the Ultraviolet. Journal de Physique et Ie
Radium, Vol. 2, pp. 200-203, July, 1921
a thin layer of flourescent oil on ordinary photographic
plates. This method has been used extensively, but the
oil in a vacuum spectrograph causes unwanted vapors.
Ilford Q plates (IS) which are similar to Schumann
(IS) Aston, F. W., A New Mass Spectrograph and the
Whole Number Rule. Proc. of the Royal Society of
London, Vol. A 115, p. 491, 1931.
plates have also been much used.
Eastman Kodak produced films similar to the oiled
plates, using a synthetic resin instead of oil. Recent-
ly they have produced a new type of film called the
"Kodak Short Wave Radiation Film" (19) 'V'Thich seems to be
(19) Schoen, A. L. and E. S. Hodge, Photographing Spec-
tra in the Vacuum Ultraviolet. Journal of the
Optical Society of America, Vol. 40, pp 23-28,
Jan., 1950.
much superior to other types. The new film is similar
to the Schumann types inasmuch as the sensitive area has
a high concentration of silver halide, and very little
gelatin. In figures comparing this new Short Wavelength
9Radiation Film and the older type 0 ultraviolet film,
it is seen that the ne1!-! type is much more sensitive to
the shorter wavelengths.
Other methods of detection of spectral lines in-
clude photoelectric detection, (20) thermo-luminescent
(20) Powell, :;l. M., Jr. Photoelectric :Measureme nts of
the Transmission of Flourite in the Schumann Region
Physical Review, Vol. 45, pp. 154-157, Feb., 1934.
detection,(21) and flourescent detection. Tomboulian
(21) Lyman, T., The Transparency of Air Between 1100
and 1300 Angstroms, Physical Review, Vol. 4$,
pp. 149-151, July, 1935.
and Pell (22) have discussed the use of various floures-
(22) Tomboulian, D. H. and E. M. Pell, The Response of
Certain Inorganic Phosphors to Far Ultraviolet
Radiation, Journal of Applied Physics. Vol. 20,
pp. 263-267, March, 1949.
cent materials for use as detectors in a vacuum spectro-
graph. They found several materials which were satis-
factory.
A great deal of 'dork has been done in developing
suitable sources for vacuum ultraviolet spectra. In
general the source is not very different from the light
sources used for longer wavelengths, although in the very
short wavelength region an X-Ray source is sometimes
used. Arc and spark sources, to be suitable for the
10
ultraviolet must be modified to reduce Absorption.
Collins and Price(23) describe a spark source in which
(23) Collins, Geor~e and W. C. Price. A Source of the
Lyman Continuum for use With Spectrographs of Hi~h
DisDersion. Rev. of Sci. Inst. Vol. 5, pp. 423-
425, Dec., 1934.
the discharge k'kes place through a quartz capillary.
The capillary is subjected to high temperctures 2nd
after repeated use must be replaced.
Adjustment of the v;'cuum spectrogra.ph is more
difficult than for an ordinary spectrogr(~'Oh, since the
wavelengths to be used are beyond the visible region,
and ordinary visual methods do not clpply. Gert Rathenau
and P. K. Peerklamp(24) have given an excellent analy-
~------------_._---
(24) Rathenau, Gert and P. K. Peerklamp. Zur Justrierung
des Konkavgitters in Striefunder Inzidenz. Physica.
Vol. 2, pp. 125-143, Feb., 1935.
sis of the adjustment of the vacuum spectrogr&ph, using
visible light, and have ri~orously treated the effects
produced by slight errors in the adjustments.
An analysis of grating adjustments and aberr2tions
is treated by Anderson and l\1ack. (25) Their results
(25) Anderson, R. O. andJ. E. ~~ck. On Com~ensating
for the Aberrations of the Concave Grating,
Journal of the Optical Society of America, Vol.
24, pp. 292-298, Nov., 1934.
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showeQ that the most efficient angle of incidence
depended upon whether fine line structure was desired,
or whether is was desired to photograph lines of weak
intensity. The larger the angle of incidence is used,
the more intense will be the lines.
The literature covering the various aspects of




The general features of the grazing incidence
spectrogra.ph are shovm schematically in Figure 1.
In the figure, the angle e is the angle of incidence,
and the angle ~ is the angle of diffraction.
The equation relating \"lavelength, e, and ]V is:
rnA. = e (sinS - sin~) (1)
where m is the number of the spectr,:>.l order, and e is
the distance between successive lines of the grating.
The angle 8 is fixed at $0°.
The grating is a concave grating with a radius of
curvature of 150 centimeters. It is ruled with 22240
lines per inch, with a tota.l length of ruling of about
2 inches. The grating constant e is equal to 4.545 x
10-5 inches, or 1.788 x 10-4 centimeters. The length
of each ruled line is one inch. The grating is mAde of
speculum metal and has been aluminized after the rulings
were made.
The three principal parts of the spectrogrcl.Dh,
namely, the slit, grating, and plate holder, all lie on
the fTRovrland circle fT , the diameter of which is eo~ual to
the radius of curvature of the concave grating. Actually
only the central point of the gr2.ting is tangent to the
Rowland circle, due to the difference in rccdii of curva-



















Sohematio diagram of a grazing incidence s~eotrograph
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Figure 2 shows the Rowland circle and the various
angles and lengths which are to be determined.
1'he distance from the central point of the grating
to the slit can be computed from the sine law. The
triangle GCS is an isosceles triangle and the distance
GS is computed by:
GS - R sin (11 - 2 e )
2 sin e
GS = 75 x sin 200
sin 800
GS = 26.2 cm = 10.3 inches.
The centrC:I.l irl;a.ge formed by the grating lies Cl.t
point 0, which corresponds to a zero order spectrum.
Substituting this value in equation {I},
o = e{sinB - sinyo } (3)
it is seen that B =JPo , and the distance from the central
point of the grating to the central image, GO, will be
equal to the previously determined value for the grating
to slit distance, 10.3 inches.
The wavelength region for which the spectrograph
is designed lies between 100 Angstroms, and 1000 Ang-
stroms. The distance from the central point of the grat-
ing to the point on the film \'\There the image representing
100 Angstroms would be formed, GA, is found by the same
method as for GS, with the additional computation of ~~o
Using equation (1) and letting m be equal to one, for
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e(sin 800 - sin W•• ) (4)
1.78$ x 10-5 em. (.9848 - sinJ4... )
.9760
77.50
Using this value of ~o.in the same manner as (2), the
length of arc GA is found to be 12.9 inches. In a simi-
lar manner, 1"•• is found to equal 63. $0, and the arc GB
is computed to be 26.8 inches. The total length of the
plate holder necessary to include the whole region from
the central image, which is useful as a reference point,
to the image corresponding to a wavelength of 1000 Ang-
stroms is 16.5 inches.
The angular dispersion of the spectrograph can be
calculated by differentiating Equation (l).
d(m;l) - d [e(sinb - sin1U)
mdX e (cos ]I; ) d Jt'
m
e(cos'}ll)
The angular dispersion is not as important as the
linear dispersion, which may be derived from the angu-
lar dispersion. Equation (2) gives the length of the
chord from the grating center point to the spectral line
" This distance is multiplied by the angular dis-
persion to obtain the linear dispersion along a line
perpendicular to the chord.
dl
d'- =
m • R sin 4iC
e {cos 'JtI } 2 sin {}
(6)
Since the length dl makes an angle approximately equal
17





e (cos ~) -
R sin «
2 (sin B )sin (900 -)tJ) (7 )
(8)
The dispersion will be variable throughout the
spectrum, therefore the dispersion is calculated for
three different wavelengths. For a wavelength of 100
AO the dispersion in the first order spectrum is:
ds - 150 cm • sin 25°
dA 1.788-104 AO -(cos 77.50 )2(sin 80°) (sin 12.50)
ds - 0.385 millimeters per AO
d). -
The reciprocal of this is called the plate factor.







2.6 AO per millimeter
A similar calculation for a wavelength of 500 AO wave-
length shows the linear dispersion to be 0.293 mm/Ao,
and the plate factor to be 3.41 AO/mm. At a wavelength
of 1000 AO, the linear dispersion is found to be 0.264
m/Ao, and the plate factor to be 3.8 AO/mm.
The angle Y is useful in determining the dimensions
of the spectrograph parts. From Figure 2 the angle ~ is
seen to be the angle formed by the line from the slit
to the central point of the grating, and the extension
of the line from the 1000 Angstrom image to the central
point of the grating. It may be found from the geometric
18
relations in Figure 2.
r = 11 - (0 + )fI,~~o ) (l0)
)"
=
1800 - (800 + 63.80 )
)'= 36.20
The main body of the spectrograph, represented in
Figure 1, as the large rectangular portion was constructed
from a length of steel pipe of 8 inch inside diameter.
Two sections of the pipe are joined by means of cast
iron flanges with a 1/8 inch thick rubber gasket between
them. Eight 3/4 inch bolts hold the two flanges together.
The two ends of the tube thus formed also have cast iron
flanges screwed on them. The pipe was cut into two
sections to increase the accessibility of the various
components for adjustment.
The longer section of the body is entirely indepen-
dent of the working parts of the spectrograph, except for
an external control, which passes through it to the fill
carrier. This vacuum tight control is described in de-
tail at another point in this paper. The longer section
of the tube thus fUnctions only as an envelope to be
evacuated and can be removed vmen adjustments are neces-
sary. Both sections of the tube are each mounted on two
1/8 inch thick steel plates which are l'!elded perpendi-
cular to the pipe.
19
The rear end of the large section is sealed by a
3/4 inch thick aluminum plate wit~~ a rubber gasket,
and secured by 8 cap screws of 3/8 inch diameter. The
cap screws work in tapped holes in the cast iron flange.
The smaller forward section of t:ne tube supports
the grating holder and film carrier. On one side of
this pipe a two inch pipe is welded over a hole cut in
the pipe, at such an a.ngle that its axis is perpendicular
to the grating, and directed toward the central point
of the grating. This side tUGe furnishes a means of
illuminC'.ting the gr2.ting from its' center of curvature
for purposes of adjustment. On the opposite side of
the pipe is the exhaust ~ipe leeding to the vacuum pumps.
The exhaust pipe is 3 inches in diameter and is welded
to the tube.
Two nuts are welded to the bottom of the inside of
the short section of pipe, and a 1/4 inch x 2 inch x
3 inch steel plate is secured to the nuts by screws.
This plate is drilled and tapned in its' center to re-
ceive the ~rating holder shaft. Figure 3 shows this
plate \vi th the gr;~~ting holder attached. This Ci.rr::mge-
ment provides a mei~.ns of filL.king the verticE~l axis of
the grating holder assembly perpendicular to the plane
of the Rowland circle, by pLcJ.cing shim stock under the
corners of the plate.
Figure 3
An end view of the main spectrograph tube from
the slit side of the grating is shown. Point A is the
grating cell. A portion of the film holder can be
seen and is indicated at the point B. The leveling
plate supporting the grating holder is indicated by C.
The offset end of the aluminum bed plate is shown




At the other end of the short section of tube,
two 3/8 inch x 1/2 inch x 4 inch pieces of steel are
welded parallel to each other along the axis of the
tube. These blocks are each drilled and tapped for
four 1/4 inch bolts. Bolted to these blocks is a "T"-
iron, built up by bolting two I 1/4 inch angle irons
back to back. The stem of this T-iron extends downward
between the two blocks 8.nd rests on the bottom of the
pipe. The top of the T~iron is bolted to the blocks.
This T-iron is 26 inches long, Eind extends out from the
short section of the tube and down the length of the
longer section when the instrument is assembled. This
is shown in Figure 4. The T-iron forms a rigid support
for a 1/2 inch thick aluminum plate carrying the film
holder assembly. The method of attaching this supDort
to the short section of tube by bolts allows adjustment
of the plane of the arc of the film holder to ma.ke it
coincide with the plane of the Rowland circle.
Figures 6 and 7 show two different views of the
grating holder. (26) For purposes of adjustment, the
(26) The grating holder was designed and constructed by
Mr. John Meuhring.
grating must have three rotational degrees of freedom;
one about an axis through its central point and its
center of curvature, one about an axis through its
22
Figure 4.
This view is of the short section of the main tube,
taken from the plate holder side of the grating. Point
A marks the T iron supporting the aluulinum bed plate
which is marked B. The diaphragm in it's mounted pos-
ition is marked C. The curved steel bar holding the
adjustment screws which move the plate holder is seen
at D. The point E indicates the grating, and the side
tube used in alignment of the grating is marked F.
23
Figure 5
This is a back view of the film holder and its
oarrier assembly. Two of the adjustment sorews for
moving the fiDm holder are marked A. The screw which
raises the film carrier is shown at point B. The
bushings and slides which guide the film carrier are
indicated by C. The film holder is marked D. The
adjustment screw for rotating the aluminum bed plate
is shown at point E. The grating is marked F.
24
Figure 6
The grating holder assembly is shovvn here from one
side and the back. The knob A rotates the"grating in
it's ovm plane about a horizontal axis. The point B
indicates a knob for turning the grating about a vertical
axis, and three screws like the one marked C control
the plane of the grating. The threaded portion of rod




This view shows the grating holder assembly from
the front. The adjusting knobs for rotating the grating
about a horizontal axis and a vertical axis are shown
at points A and B, respectively. The ring securing the
grating in itts cell is marked C.
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central point P.erflendicular to the plane of the Rowla.nd
. .
cj.rcle, and one about an axis tangent to its central
point perpendicular to the other two axes. The first of
these requirements is met by having the shaft holding the
grating !Teell" connected to a worm gear, as shown at
point A in Figure 6. The second axis of rotation is
controlled by another worm gear, shown at point B in
Figure 6. The third rotation is acromplished by the
three screws m2rked C in Figure 6. The nuts working on
these three screws pull the grating cell against the action
of springs, allowin~ adjustment in either direction. The
three screws also allow the grating a translRtional
degree of freedom, as it Ci'n be moved forward or back-
ward by adjusting all three screws the same amount.
The grating is secured to its cell by a copper ring
screwed to the cell. A cushion of several thicknesses
of felt between the back of the grating and the cell
protects the grating from undue stresses and bumps.
The film holder and carrier is shown in Figures 8,
and 9. It consists of 2 brass strip 36 millimeters wide
with a copper strip 1/2 inch wide soldered to back along
each edge. This copper strip is bent forward E'.nd down
(or up) to form grooves on the front side along the top
and bottom edges. The 35 millimeter film slides in these
grooves into position. To load the film, the rear end
plate is removed from the spectrograph, inside a black
27
cloth bag ,rJhich completely covers the rear end of the
spectrograph. The end of the film is then inserted in
the ~rooves of the holder and slid into position. The
end ulate is then replaced.
The plane of the film forms a portion of a cylin-
der coinciding I''i'i th the Rowland circle. To adju:~:t the
film plane to the circle, the film holder is mounte to
seven ~djusting screws. Seven slots are soldered to the
back of the film holder. Each slot contains a round nut
free to rotate in the slot. The adjusting screws are
soldered. ·to the se nut:3. bach screw v..o rks in a tapped
hole in a curved steel b2r 1/2 inc~ x 3/8 inch x 18 inches,
and a wing-nut is soldered to the end of the sere"'l. This
arrangement allovls any port ion of the film to be moved
forward or backward to place it on the Rowland circle.
The adjusting screws are seen in Figure 9.
A provision is made for making four exposures on
each film vlithout having to open the spectrograDh between
exposures. The curved steel bar mentioned above is attc:i.ch-
eO. by screws to two steel rods 1/2 inch in diameter and
4 inches long. The se rod s sl ide in brass bushj.n~s mounted
on the Aluminum "bed-plate lt • Figure 5 shows this mounting.
Between the two steel rods the curved steel bar is drilled
and tapped for a 1/4 inch -20 screw. This scre"V'l is made
with a collar 3/4 inch from the lONer end, the nortion
beneath the collar also being tcp ped (-"bout half its
length. The bottom end f' the screw passes through a.0 ....
28
Figure 8
The film carrier, viewed from the front. The grooves
in which the film slides can be seen as indicated by A.
Two of the adjusting screws for moving the film holder
are shown at B.
29
Figure 9
The film carrier assembly as viewed from the rear.
The adjustment screws for the film holder can be seen
along the length of the curved bar) and are marked A.
The bushings and slides v1Jrrich guide the movement of the
film carrier are indicated by B. The curved bar C rides
on the screw marked D and carries the film holder marked
E.
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hole in the aluminum bed plate with the collar resting
on the top surface of the bed olate. Two nuts on the
underside of the bed plate secure the screw from ver-
tical movement, but allow rotation. The top end of the
screw protrudes above the steel bar and the end is drilled
to receive a small flexible shaft. This shaft is an-
chored by an Allen setscrew, and extends UD to a shaft
where it is similarly anchored. The shaft passes through
a vacuum bushing consisting of a tanered rubber stopoer
fitting in a tapered hole. A cap screws over the top
of the rubber stopper .:;Jhen this is tightened it forces
the tapered stopper into the tapered hole, assuring a
vacuum tight fit between the stopper and the shaft,
and between the stopper and hole. By using vacuum grease
in this bushing the shaft may be rote_ted vJi thout diffi-
culty and still not imnair the vacuum. This vacuum seal
is shown in an exploded view in FifSure 10. This vacuum
seal assembly is welded to a hole in the long section
of pipe, directly above the film carrier screw. Ro-
tating the shaft externally thus will raise or lower
the film carrier. To complete the "camera", a dia-
phragm is fixed in front of the film. The diaphragm
allows only a portion of the film, 3/16 inch wide and
running the length of the ·film to be exposed. After
each exposure, the film is raised 1/4 inch and another
exposure is made. This diaphragm is shown alone in




An exploded view of the vacuum seal for the external
control shaft to the film carrier. The knob and shaft,
A, fastens by a flexible shaft to the film carrier screw.
The cap marked B is threaded on the inside and forces
the rubber bushing, G, into a cone shaped hole in the
brass sleeve D. The rubber bushing is thus forced to
fit tightly around the shaft A and against the cone in
D, forming a vacuum seal while still allowing rotation
of the shaft. The sleeve D is screwed into a threaded
hole in the main tube.
Figure 11
The camera diaphragm, unmounted
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film holder in Figure 4.
The aluminum bed plate supporting the film carrier
rests on the T-iron mentioned above, and is fixed at
both ends. The front end terminates with an offset
brass bushing which encircles the shaft of the grating
holder. Figure) shows this end of the bed plate. The
whole plate is thus able to rotate through a small 2ngle
about the vertical axis of the grating. This movement
facilitates adjustment of the film holder to the Rowland
circle. A screw secured to the T-iron, but free to ro-
tate, threads into a hole in the rear end of the bed
plate, making a slow motion adjustment for rotating the
plate. This adjustment is seen in Figure 5.
The distance from the centr::l Doint of the grating
to the slit as determined above is 10.) inches. The
mounting of the slit provides a means of ~'cdjusting this
distance. Figure 12 shows the arrangement of the collima-
tor tube and brass pla.te 'Which terminates the main pipe
on the front. The brass plate with a rubber gasket fits
against the cast iron flange and can be oriented "\'ii th
respect to the flange only one way. Two locating ~ins
assure correct orientation. This brass plate SUDDorts
the collimator tube. The tube is silver-soldered to the
brass plate over a hole in the plate. The axis of the
collimator tube makes an angle of approximately 600 with
the surface of the plate. The slit is located at the
end of this collimator tube. The tube itself is a com-
posite of bronze "Sylphon lf tubing and round brass tubing.
At each end of the flexible sylphon are flanges, counter-
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Figure 12
A view of the forward end plate and collimator tube.
The adjustment screws for lengthening the collimator tube
and changing the plane of the slit are sho'J\lll at A. The
point B indicates the sylphon tube which allows extension
or contraction of the collimator assembly. The flange,
to which the plate carrying the slit is attached, is
marked O. The hole marked D is prOVided for attaching
pressure guages. A vacuum seal similar to the one shown
in Figure 10 screws into this hole.
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sunk at three points around the inside rim. Expandible
spacers fit in these holes between the flanges. The
expandable spacers are constructed in two parts, one
being drilled and tapped, the other threaded and screwed
into the hole in the first. By turning the tvlO halves in
opposite directions, the length of the spacer can be
varied. The sylphon tubing provides a tension force which
draws the flanges together as the spacers are shortened,
so the length of the collimator tube can be shortened or
lengthened as desired. The three spacers are sywnetrically
placed around the rim, and by vc;rying one at a time, the
plane of the outer flo.nge can be c1.d,justed in any direction.
A short brass tube is soldered to the outer flange on the
sylphon, and a third flange is soldered to it. This third
flange has six holes tapned to receive 1/4 inch -20 screws.
An end plate, which also carried the slit, fits age:inst
the third flange and is secured tG it with a rubber gasket
by six screws. The screw holes in this end pla~e are
elongated so that it may be rotated to align the slit
perpendicular to the plane of the Rowland circle.
The slit consists of two Stellite jaws of commer-
cial manufacture. The edves are optically f12t as are
the top and bottom surfaces. 'l"hey are secure!, over a
slot 1 inch x 1/8 inch in the brass end nlate of the
collimator tube, on the inside surface. A screw fits
through an oversized hole in each jaw. The oversized
holes allow a smell movement of the jaws for adjusting·the
width of the slit. The two jaws are mountei between
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two parallel brass blocks which act as ways for the
jaws. The separation of the jaws is set and made para-
llel by usinf, a measuring microscope.
A Distillation Products type VMF 260 diffusion
pump is used with a Welch DuoSeal mechanical forepump
to evacuate the spectrograph. The diffusion pump has
a rated speed of 260 liters per second Rt a pressure of
10-5 millimeters of mercury, and an ultimate pressure
of 10-7 millimeters of mercury. A flexible bronze
sylphon tube connects the diffusion pump to the exhaust
pipe on the spectrograph, and another bronze sylphon
tube connects the diffusion pump to the forepump. The
forepurnp is placed on the floor under the table support-
ing the spectrograph, while the diffusion pump is suspend-
ed from the spectrograph. Figure 13 shows the arrange-
ment of the pumps.
Tome~sure the pressure in the spectrograph, two
gauges are used. A 3/4 inch pipe screws into a hole in
the brass end plate of the spectrograph and enters a
vacuum valve. A "T" connection leaving the valve allows
the connection of a Pirani gauge and an ioniz:...tion gauge
to the system.




The oil diffusion pump is marked and the
mechanical forepumpis marked B. The point C
indicates a sylphon vacuum valve which enables





The assembled spectrograph. The point A indicates
a McCleod guage. The collimating tube and slit support
is marked B. The side tube used for adjustments of the
grating is indicated by C. The shaft passing through
the vacuum seal to the film carrier screw is marked D.
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ADJUSTMENTS
The first step in the adjustment of the spectro-
graph'was the determination of th~ angle of incidence.
This angle was set at 800 by utilizing the known radius
of curvature of the gra.ting. Figure 15 shows schemati-
cally the geometric set-uu used. The grating was ro-
tated about its vertical axis to a position such that
it faced the slit. This position was determined by
looking through the partially opened slit and stopping
the rotation when the image of the eye was seen through
the slit. The slit was then removed so the whole sur-
face of the grating was visible through the collimator
tube, and the center of curvature was located. A screen
with a small hole was illuminated from behind and the
image of the hole caught on the screen. By moving the
screen until the illuminating hole and its image coin-
cided in position and size, the center of curv8ture was
accurately fixed. This point, indicated as CI in Figure
15, was known to be 150 centimeters from the gr2tinf,
center point, since the radius of curvature of the
grating is 150 centimeters. The grating was then rotated
about its vertical axis to a position such that it faced
the side tube on the short section of the main tube.(27}
(27) This side tube is indicrlted. in Figures 4 and 14.
The point C2 shown in Figure 15 was located in the same
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manner as a.bove, thus establishing t"\'lO points, each 150
centimeters from the grating center ~oint. In order to
have an ;'n.gle of incidence of 800 the distance between
the tvro Doints, Cl and C2 , must be equal to
Distance C1 =150
(3)
sin 800 em = 193 em
sin 500
from the la.w of sines. The grating wa.s rot"ted until
the dist2nce between Cl and C2 was measured to be 103
centi!TIeters, thus establishing an angle of incidence of
$00 •
The second adjustment to be made was to place the
tangent plane of the gr~ting center point perpendicular
to the RO'l"rlG.nd circle. Refe'rring to Figure 16b, this
adjustment amounts to a rot:::tion about the x axis. A
ground glass screen was ulaced perpendiculRr to the
Rowland circle, in the plane of the film. An intense
source of light was nlaced in front of the slit, and the
direct image of the slit was caught on the ground gl~ss.
The slit image was carefull '<T exernined to determine
l,vhethcr it vias inclined to the normal of t~he lLOwlc.md
circle plane. The ,grating was then rotated about
its x axis until the direct ir.JD.n:e on the groUnd glc.s s
- .
became perpendicular to the Rowland circle plane.
Next, the slit ",vas rot~:'ited .:'b~ut y s (28) to ple,ce
------------_ .._....- ----
(28) See Figure l6a









A diagram of the geometric arrangement for
determining the angle of incidence.
c,
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Figure 16 a Figure 15 b
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The rotational axes of the slit and grating.
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half of the slit was illumina.ted directly by a c(:rbon
arc projector. The 10~ffir half was illuminated from a
different source by using a reflecting prism in front
of it. The direct image of the slit was examined ~Iith
a low power microscope and the slit was rotated until
the irni"(~e of the top half of the ,slit coincided ·vn. th
that of the bottom half of the slit. The slit was also
rotated <?bout its. axis x s ' until perDendicular to the
Rowland circle plane, 8S determined by a. mc'.chinists
square and level.
. The slit adjustments com.-oleted, the r:ratinp; re-
mained to be aligned with reference to making the grat-
ing rulings parallel to the slit. A telescope fitted
with cross hairs was leveled and focused on the slit.
The vertical cross hair was aligned parallel to the
slit and the telescope was then moved to a position
where the rulings of the grating could be observed,
and again leveled. The telescope was then focused on
the vertical edge of the ruled area of the gratin~, and
the grating was rotated ,bout Yg until the edge of the
rulin~s was Darallel to the vertical cross hair.
<-') . .'
The next fOteD was the placing of the film holder
on the Rowland circle at all points along its length.
Using visible light, only the direct image Celn be ob-
served. The forward end of the film holder was moved
until the direct image was sharply focused on its sur-
face. The focal point of the grating was located, since
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it coincides with the center of the Rovlland circle. A
steel rod was set up so that it could rotate about the
focal point, and its length adjusted until it just
touched the film holder at the point where the central
imaf.!;e was focused. The rod was then rotated to ;.J near-
b:, position cl.nd the film holder moved forward at that
point until it just touched the rod. The rod was then
rotated again and the procef;s w:-.'.s repeated at intervals
along the length of the film holder until all points
were equi- distant from the center of the Rowland circle.
This completed the preliminary adjustment of the





The vacuum spectrograph which has been comnleted
should be capable of obtaining photographs of spectr2
in the far ultraviolet region.
The adjustments of the spectrograph were not c2rried
through to the degree of accuracy necessEJ.ry to obtain
fine line spectra, and improvements in the mountings
for the grating and plate holder are believed to be
desirable.
SUMMARY
. A grazing incidence vacuum grating spectrograph
has been designed and constructed. Preliminary adjust-
ments have been completed which indicate the instru~ent
to be satisfactory.
The instrument uses a concave grating with a radius
of curva.ture of 150 centimeters, which is ruled with
22240 lines to the inch.
The spectrograph is designed to obtain photogre'9hs
of spectra in the region from 100 AO to 1000 AO, and
utilizes an angle of incidence of 800 •
A vacuum suitable for work in the far ultraviolet
range has been attained in the snectrograph.
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